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Abstract Many environmental and interactive important
traits of bacteria, such as antibiotic, siderophore or exoenzyme
(like cellulose, pectinase) production, virulence factors of
pathogens, as well as symbiotic interactions, are regulated in
a population density-dependent manner by using small sig-
naling molecules. This phenomenon, called quorum sensing
(QS), is widespread among bacteria. Many different bacterial
species are communicating or “speaking” through diffusible
small molecules. The production often is sophisticatedly reg-
ulated via an autoinducing mechanism. A good example is the
production of N-acyl homoserine lactones (AHL), which
occur in many variations of molecular structure in a wide
variety of Gram-negative bacteria. In Gram-positive bacte-
ria, other compounds, such as peptides, regulate cellular
activity and behavior by sensing the cell density. The
degradation of the signaling molecule—called quorum
quenching—is probably another important integral part in
the complex quorum sensing circuit. Most interestingly,
bacterial quorum sensing molecules also are recognized
by eukaryotes that are colonized by QS-active bacteria. In
this case, the cross-kingdom interaction can lead to specific
adjustment and physiological adaptations in the colonized

eukaryote. The responses are manifold, such as modifica-
tions of the defense system, modulation of the immune
response, or changes in the hormonal status and growth
responses. Thus, the interaction with the quorum sensing
signaling molecules of bacteria can profoundly change the
physiology of higher organisms too. Higher organisms are
obligatorily associated with microbial communities, and
these truly multi-organismic consortia, which are also called
holobionts, can actually be steered via multiple interlinked
signaling substances that originate not only from the host
but also from the associated bacteria.
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Introduction—Principles of Quorum Sensing

For a long time, it was considered that the most basic forms of
life, single cell prokaryotic bacteria lacking a nucleus, are not
able to develop a basic form of social behavior as a result of
chemical communication among members of a population.
Cooperative behavior by using autoinducer molecules was
discovered first in bacteria that are living in symbiosis with a
marine squid (Kaplan and Greenberg, 1985). The basic of this
molecular communication, which is called “quorum sensing”
(QS), and the signaling molecules involved (Waters and
Bassler, 2005) were demonstrated via a very elementary
experiment: by adding a so-called conditioned superna-
tant of a densely grown bacterial culture to a fresh, low
cell density culture, the properties of the high density
culture were conferred (Eberhard, 1972) (Table 1).

The marine bacterium Vibrio fischeri was the first bacteri-
um to be studied for quorum sensing. As a signaling molecule,
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N-(3-oxo)-hexanoyl-L-homoserine lactone (3oxoC6-HSL)
was identified to control bioluminescence as an easily mea-
surable outcome of cooperative behavior. The major biosyn-
thetic enzyme (acyl homoserine lactone synthase - LuxI), uses
S-adenosyl methionine and an acyl chain carrier protein to
form the HSL-moiety. In each bacterial cell, the biosynthesis
of HSL-molecules is working at a basal low level, and the
HSL-compounds are being distributed not only inside the cells
but also in the cell environment after diffusion through the
membrane as a lipid-permeable amphophilic molecule. As a
result, the HSL-concentration represents the cell density.
When a certain cell density threshold (“quorum”) is reached,
HSL binds to a receptor protein (LuxR) in the bacterial
cytoplasm (Fuqua et al., 1996). This HSL-receptor complex
acts as a transcriptional regulator by binding to DNA
promoter sequences (activating the expression of the lux
operon and also other operons—see below). Thus, the
response to the HSL-signaling compounds is an auto-
inducing process, which makes this type of regulation
extremely sensitive and economic (in terms of energy
needed for the biosynthesis). Since the initial description
of the luciferase operon in V. fischeri, genome sequencing
analyses have revealed HSL-mediated QS homologues to
LuxR/LuxI in many Gram-negative bacteria. Quorum sens-
ing was found in bacteria living in association or symbiosis
with higher organisms like plants and humans, as well as in
so called free-living bacteria, where it plays a central role
in biofilm formation. QS-regulated operons also are fre-
quently found in plant or human pathogenic bacteria that
harbor their virulence gene clusters under quorum sensing
control (Eberl, 1999).

It has been argued, that “quorum sensing” faces evolu-
tionary problems from non- or over-producing cheaters,
which the non-cooperative diffusion sensing does not have
(Hense et al., 2007). In a complex environment with many
interacting biota and a complex physical structure of the
microenvironment, the acquisition of indirect benefits (i.e.,
kin selection) through signaling has severe interference
problems. However, considering bacterial cells living in a
homogenous environment, as within a micro-colony and
signaling among identical progenies, these evolutionary

problems do not exist, because direct fitness benefits can
be acquired. The diffusible auto-inducing signaling mole-
cules are used to explore the environmental space in addi-
tion to scoring their own population density and the density
of neighbor cells. “Speaking the same chemical language”
improves the value of such a signaling tool, because it
acquires additional integrated information about the overall
habitat quality. Based on this information, the expression of
the genetic potential can be optimized substantially. There-
fore, the efficiency of genetic regulation, metabolic reac-
tions, and organismic responses are substantially improved.
Thus, the term “efficiency sensing”, which has a direct
positive impact on evolutionary selection, was suggested
as alternative for “quorum sensing”, because it also includes
“diffusion sensing” (Hense et al., 2007).

Concerning the role of quorum sensing molecules in
cross-kingdom interactions, it is not yet clear in every
case, whether it is just a recognition of the chemical
“smell” of a particular bacterial population by the inter-
acting eukaryote, or if it also comprises a real signaling
character (Cugini et al., 2008; Diggle et al., 2007; Stacy et
al., 2012). Since quorum sensing is quite widespread in
Gram-negative pathogenic bacteria, via e.g., 3-oxo-C12-
homoserine lactone and similar molecules, these diffusible
small molecules carry important information (“warning about
potential pathogens”) for the plant and could receive the term
“cue”, according to Stacy et al. (2012).

Some of quorum sensing active molecules also have
non-signaling roles for important processes, such as nutrient
scavenging, ultrastructure modification, and competition
between bacteria (Schertzer et al., 2009). In particular, iron
siderophores, like pyochelin and quinolone (see above),
which interfere with cellular iron stores, are small signal
molecules with central functions in the iron homoeo-
stasis. All of these systems have in common, small
diffusible molecules, which are used and diffuse out of
the cell. Some even are actively transported. It recently
has been suggested, that transport processes across the
bacterial membrane may even improve the specificity of the
different chemical forms of HSL-compounds (Minagawa et
al., 2012).

Table 1 Response of Arabidopsis thaliana towards HSL-molecules with different length side chains

HSL: C6-HSL 3-oxo-C8-HSL 3-oxo-C10-HSL 3-oxo-C12-HSL 3-oxo-C14-HSL

Resistance no effect n.d. n.d. induced strongly induced

Primary root elongation induced induced reduced no effect no effect

Secondary root formation no effect no effect induced no effect no effect

Adventitious roots no effect induced strongly induced induced no effect

Root hair growth no effect no effect induced induced no effect

Includes data from literature:

Ortiz-Castro et al. (2008), von Rad et al. (2008), Schikora et al. (2011), Bai et al. (2012), and Schenk et al. (2012)
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Methods for Detection and Characterization
of QS-Active Compounds

A precise, specific, and sensitive chemical analysis of quorum
sensing autoinducer molecules was an essential prerequisite
for innovative studies of quorum sensing related regulation in
bacteria. By applying these techniques, a specific tracing of
these QS-molecules in the environment and within eukaryotic
hosts, colonized by HSL-producing bacteria, was made
feasible (e.g., Götz et al., 2007).

In the case of quorum sensing molecules of the N-acyl
homoserine lactone type, it proved fortunate for the devel-
opment of research in this area that the first available chro-
matographic tools were soon assisted by highly sensitive
and specific biosensors. These biosensors take advantage of
the selective activation of promoters of HSL-regulated
genes by autoinducer molecules. Different available operon
fusion constructs of HSL-activated genes with the lux-case-
tte, gfp, rfp, or lacZ have been reviewed by Fekete et al.
(2010b). In addition, the quorum sensing regulated violacein
production of Chromobacterium violaceum can be used
successfully to indicate HSL-production or -degradation
accordingly (McClean et al., 1997). These constructs also
are available on plasmids, and can be transferred to different
bacteria. However, HSL-biosensor bacteria must have their
own HSL-production genes deleted or inactivated to avoid
self-activation. The constructs usually have different specif-
icities for either short or long side chain HSLs, but there are
also reporter plasmids that allow detection of most HSLs
with similar sensitivity (Thomson et al., 2000; Andersen et
al., 2001). Nevertheless, one has to be careful in the appli-
cation of these biosensors, because their “report” may be
rather biased, and has to be supplemented with different
means of chemical or immunological metabolite analyses.
The occurrence of HSLs in certain habitats and their eco-
logical significance has been stimulated by the use of green
fluorescent protein (GFP) or red fluorescent protein/DsRed
(RFP) fused to HSL-regulated promoters (Steidle et al.,
2001). Concentrations of HSL down to 20 nmol L−1 can
be detected by using these bioreporter constructs. However,
this detection is quite selective, because, for example, in the
case of the reporter strain Pseudomonas putida F117, the
contained reporter plasmid pAS-C8 is 100 times more sen-
sitive to 3-oxo-C12-HSL than C12-HSL (Steidle et al.,
2001). Using these constructs, the in situ production of
HSL-molecules can be, for example, detected on the surface
of roots, thus resulting in the monitoring of “landscapes” of
HSLs on colonized surfaces (Gantner et al., 2006). In micro-
colonies or polymer matrix embedded biofilms, where the
diffusion is restricted, the local concentration of HSLs can
reach high peak values. By using mathematical models for
the calculation of the auto-regulated HSL-production in
bacteria and restricted diffusion (Müller et al., 2006), local

concentrations in the mmolL−1 range can be calculated,
assuming just a volume of a 5-μm cube with enclosed
Burkholderia cepacia. This phenomenon can have ecologi-
cal relevance for interaction with eukaryotic hosts colonized
by HSL-producing bacterial microcolonies or biofilms that
could also contribute to counterbalance the possible degrada-
tion of HSL by quorum quenching reactions (see below).

Concerning chemical analysis, GC-based techniques of
HSL-determination were developed first (Charlton et al.,
2000). To increase the sensitivity of the method, for example,
selective ion monitoring of the mass spectrometry (MS) de-
tection or derivatization of the ß-oxo group to an oxime were
applied (Charlton et al., 2000). As reviewed by Fekete et al.
(2007), reversed-phase HPLC coupled with MS for selective
detection has been applied in most cases (Morin et al., 2003).
Frommberger et al. (2004) developed a microelectrospray
interface to MS after nano-LC separation of the HSLs. Elec-
trokinetic chromatography (MEKC) also has been applied
successfully for the detection of HSLs and detection by MS
(Frommberger et al., 2003). The most efficient separation of
HSLs is with UPLC analysis, as described in detail by Li et al.
(2006). The identification of enantiomers of HSLs in biolog-
ical matrices also is possible by using an optimized GC-MS
approach (Malik et al., 2009). The highest accuracy of
molecular mass detection of HSLs has been achieved by
using the positive ion Fourier transform ion cyclotron res-
onance mass spectrometry (FTICR-MS) with mass errors of
the peaks less than 0.1 ppm, as described by Fekete et al.
(2007). However, even when using this highly resolving
analytical tool, it is advisable to use two independent
analytical approaches (e.g., UPLC and FTICR-MS) to un-
equivocally identify HSL-molecules, especially when the
detection is from very complex matrices, such as nutrient
broth medium, frequently used in microbiology.

Another independent method for the analysis of HSL
molecules is based on immunochemistry. From several labs,
monoclonal antibodies (MAB) have been produced against
several HSL-molecules (Kaufmann et al., 2006, 2008; Chen
et al., 2010a, b). These MAB not only allow the investiga-
tion of the biological influence of scavenging HSL (Park et
al., 2007), but also the analysis of smaller sample sizes, and
the localization of the distribution of HSL produced by
bacteria associated with eukaryotes.

Diversity of Quorum Sensing Systems in Bacteria

In a variety of Gram-negative bacteria, biosynthesis of N-acyl
homoserine lactones (HSL) occurs in many variations of the
molecular structure. The spectrum of HSL-molecules ranges
from short (C4-, C6-, and C8-) carbohydrate side chains to
long (C12-, C14-, or even longer) side chains, and includes
un-substituted as well as OH- and oxo-C3-substituted
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compounds. Although HSLs are the most common autoin-
ducers in Gram-negative bacteria, structures like AI-2 (alter-
native autoinducer; furanosyl borate diester), AI3, quinolones
(PQS), and a variety of other small molecules are known as
signaling compounds (see Fig. 1, see also Effmert et al., 2012,
this issue). In addition, lipid compounds, like cis-11-methyl-2-
dodecenoic acid (also referred to as diffusible signal factor or
DSF) (Wang et al., 2004) and 3-hydroxy palmitate methyl
ester (3OH-PAME) (Flavier et al., 1997), have been identified
as QS-mediating compounds. Furthermore, cyclic molecules,
such as 2-heptyl-3-hydroxy-4-quinolone (PQS) and diketopi-
perazines (DKZ) also have been suggested as QS-signals of
Pseudomonads (Holden et al., 1999; McKnight et al., 2000).
In Gram-positive bacteria, a variety of partially cyclic pepti-
des, AI-2 and butyrolactone (Folcher et al., 2001; Lyon and
Novick, 2004) regulate cellular activity and behavior through
sensing the cell density. AI-2 was proposed as a “universal”
QS signal in bacteria, but this function is still questionable
because it could just be an excreted end-product of a general
metabolic pathway (Winzer et al., 2002).

Quorum Quenching—The Flip Side of the Coin

The degradation of HSLs was first found in bacteria, and is
now documented for more than 20 genera (Uroz et al.,

2009). Bacteria may even harbor several autoinducer mod-
ifying or degrading enzymes (Schipper et al., 2009). While
Pseudomonas aeruginosa encodes for three functionally
verified acylases (Huang et al., 2006; Soi et al., 2006),
Sinorhizobium sp. NGR234 encodes for at least six func-
tional proteins involved in autoinducer modification or deg-
radation (Krysciak et al., 2011). These include three
lactonases, one oxidoreductase, and two not further
specified hydrolases. In Pseudomonas putida, IsoF,
which is producing C10-HSL as major HSL-
autoinducer, it has been demonstrated, that even during expo-
nential growth, the HSLs are degraded to homoserines and
other products (Fekete et al., 2010a). However, no known
lactonase gene has been demonstrated in the genome of P.
putida IsoF other then lactonase candidate genes. What the
role of this rapid turnover of HSL in P. putida IsoF is remains
to be investigated. One hypothesis is that exceeding levels of
AHLs should be avoided, because otherwise the signal char-
acter of HSL-production is lost (Diggle et al., 2007). In
addition, it may be of advantage to keep AHL levels under
strict control in order to minimize the effects of the QS-
compounds on the colonized plant, which could turn out to
be of disadvantage to the bacteria because of the induction of
defense reactions (see below). In some plants, like many
legumes, the plant’s HSL-hydrolyzing activities efficiently
degrade HSLs and thus prohibit a substantial uptake of the

Fig. 1 Structures of quorum
sensing molecules (examples):
AHL: N-acyl homoserine
lactones/HSL; HAQ: quinolone
(PQS) of P. aeruginosa; AI2:
autoinducer 2 (furanosyl borate
diester); CAI-1: third
autoinducer of Vibrio harveij
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HSL-compounds (Delalande et al., 2005; Götz et al., 2007),
while in many other plants, like barley and Arabidopsis, HSLs
are rather stable in the rhizosphere and after uptake into the
roots (Götz et al., 2007; von Rad et al., 2008).

HSL-degradation has been reported recently from a hyper-
thermophilic archaeon Sulfolobus solfataricus (Del Vecchio et
al., 2009). The enzyme, named SsoPox, is bifunctional with
an organophosphate hydrolase and N-acyl-homoserine lacto-
nase activity. Since it has a broad specificity, it was selected
for tests to be useful for disrupting quorum sensing in many
bacterial species and applications. Quorum sensing/quenching
was also proposed as new biofouling control paradigm in a
membrane bioreactor for advanced wastewater treatment
(Yeon et al., 2009).

Most interestingly, it has been demonstrated that a probiotic
Bacillus isolate (QSI-1) from the intestine of the fish species
Carassius auratus gibelio produces an enzyme that effectively
degrades the HSL of the fish pathogen Aeromonas hydrophila
YJ-1 (Chu et al., 2010). Furthermore, a thermostable N-acyl
homoserine lactonase of a Bacillus sp. fed to fish effectively
controlled the fish pathogen Aeromonas hydrophila (Cao et al.,
2012). A significant reduction of HSL-related effects also was
achieved by using monoclonal antibodies against HSL, as
demonstrated by Kaufmann et al. (2008), who showed
a reduction of cytotoxic effects of 3-oxo-C12-homoserine
lactones on macrophages.

Many mycorrhizal and nonmycorrhizal fungi can degrade
HSLs (Gonzalez and Keshavan, 2006). This is not surprising,
since fungi always are in tight contact with heterotrophic
bacterial communities that colonize hyphal surfaces (Mogge
et al., 2000) or even live inside fungi (Frey-Klett et al., 2011).
It is to be expected, that in the interaction of bacteria and fungi,
quorum sensing compounds and quorum quenching activities
by the fungal partner also are important. Features of the
interaction in a di- or tripartite symbiosis, however, are not
yet understood. The first evidence for quorum quenching in a
diversity of root-associated fungi was obtained by Uroz and
Heinonsalo (2008). Mammalian cells, like human epithelial
cells in lungs and kidneys, are able to degrade HSLs efficient-
ly. Cells with stronger exposition to bacterial populations, like
lung epithelial cells, show a far higher ability for HSL-
degradation. The aspect of perception and degradation of
HSL-quorum sensing molecules was recently extensively
reviewed by Teplitski et al. (2011).

Response of Eukaryotes to the QS-Compounds N-Acyl
Homoserine Lactones (AHL)

Interactions with Fungi/Yeasts

Quorum sensing molecules of the HSL-type have been found
to interact with fungi. Under the influence of e.g., 3-oxo-C8-

HSL of Pseudomonas aeruginosa morphological changes of
Candida albicans are induced (Hogan et al., 2004). It is to be
expected, that many more of these interactions regularly occur
in nature, because fungi are commonly colonized by bacteria.
In some cases, even the occurrence of endofungal bacteria has
been described. In the case of the plant growth promoting
fungus Piriformospora indica, Rhizobium radiobacter was
found to occur obligatorily as endofungal bacterium (Sharma
et al., 2008), and this bacterium was shown to produce 3-oxo-
C10 HSL as major autoinducer (D. Li and M. Rothballer,
unpublished results). The role of autoinducers in this tight
interaction has not at all been understood yet. New insight
into the role of HSL-production of the bacterium in the plant
growth promotion of the fungus/bacterium holobiont could be
obtained by using QS-inhibitors, HSL analogues or HSL-
negative bacterial mutants.

Interactions with Plants

In recent years, numerous lines of evidence have shown that
plants also have evolved means to perceive and respond to
quorum sensing compounds of the N-acyl homoserine lac-
tone (HSL) type. Plants change their gene expression, alter
their protein profile and modify their development, if HSLs
are present in their surroundings (Bauer and Mathesius,
2004). More recent data demonstrate an impact of HSL-
producing bacteria and HSLs itself on plants’ defense sys-
tem (Schuhegger et al., 2006). Several laboratories indepen-
dently have reported the ability to modulate plant defenses
by HSLs either produced by root-associated bacteria or
added to the rhizosphere (plant nutrient solution in hydro-
ponic systems) (Schuhegger et al., 2006; Schikora et al.,
2011). Whether HSLs induce systemic responses or are
transported within plants seems to depend on the structure of
the HSL molecule, and in particular on the length and deco-
ration of the fatty acid chain (see Fig. 1) (Schenk et al., 2012).
In the interaction of bacteria with plants, other markers (so-
called MAMPS) also need to be kept in mind, which have a
high power as elicitors of plant defense responses (Boller and
Felix, 2009). Therefore, HSL-compounds certainly constitute
only a part of the molecular interaction pattern. Most clear-cut
results of potential influences of single bacterial HSL-
compounds have to be derived from axenic plant systems,
when only the pure QS-molecule is applied in small amounts.
The reports presented below summarize the current state of
knowledge about the influence of bacterial N-acyl homoserine
lactones on plants and their fate in the plant environment.

HSLs Modulate Plant Immunity

First indications that HSLs play a role in plant immunity
originated from studies on the interaction of Serratia lique-
faciens with tomato (Schuhegger et al., 2006). Serratia
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liquefaciens strain MG1 is known to produce C4- and C6-
homoserine lactones. The in situ HSL-production on the
root surface of these plants has been demonstrated using in
situ HSL-reporter constructs (Gantner et al., 2006). It be-
came apparent, that on the surface of plant roots a “land-
scape” of HSL-concentration is generated according to the
colonization profile of HSL-producing bacteria. When
Serratia liquefaciens MG1 was inoculated to roots of
tomato (MicrotomR) plants, the systemic resistance against the
fungal leaf pathogen Alternaria alternata was clearly in-
creased (Schuhegger et al., 2006). Accordingly, the applica-
tion of the HSL-negative mutant S. liquefaciens MG44 was
much less effective in fungal biocontrol (Schuhegger et al.,
2006). The induction of genes related to systemic pathogen
response (e.g., chitinase, PR1) in tomato by C4- and C6-
homoserine lactones in axenic test systems is contrasted by
the response of A. thaliana towards these HSL-compounds
with short side chains, because systemic resistance responses
are not elevated (von Rad et al., 2008). Similarly, colonization
with the HSL-producing Serratia plymuthica wild type pro-
tects cucumber plants from the damping-off disease caused by
Pythium aphanidermatum, as well as tomato and bean from
infection with the grey mold fungus Botrytis cinerea (Pang et
al., 2009). This was corroborated by the finding that a splI-

mutant of S. plymuthica, which is impaired in the production
of HSLs, could not provide this protection (Pang et al., 2009).

Similarly, different HSLs have shown the ability to
induce resistance against the bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas
syringae pv. tomato DC3000 (Pst). N-3-oxo-tetradecanoyl-L-
homoserine lactone (oxo-C14-HSL) significantly enhances
the resistance against Pst in Arabidopsis plants (Schikora et
al., 2011). Similar observations have been made in the case of
biotrophic fungal pathogens.Golovinomyces orontii, the caus-
al agent of powdery mildew in Arabidopsis, and Blumeria
graminis, the causal agent of powdery mildew in barley, were
blocked in attack when the plant roots were pre-treated with
oxo-C14-HSL (Schikora et al., 2011). In addition, OH-C14-
HSL and oxo-C12-HSL also have resistance-inducing poten-
tial, althoughweaker than C14-HSL derivatives. For example,
many Pseudomonas and Burkholderia species characteristi-
cally produce those HSLs. In contrast, e.g., Serratia liquefa-
ciens produces HSL with mostly short to medium length fatty
acid side chains; no resistance induction was observed after
pre-treatment of roots with C4- and C6- side chain HSLs (von
Rad et al., 2008). The induction of genes related to systemic
pathogen response, like chitinase and PR1, were not elevated
implying no effect on resistance development. Therefore, it
can be stated that fatty acid side chains of HSLs with different
length provoke different reactions (see below).

Lasting induction of defense mechanisms leads to severe
miss-regulation of plant metabolism and inhibition of plant
growth and development. Therefore, defense mechanisms
are tightly regulated and preferentially induced only after

recognition of pathogens. The mitogen-activated protein
kinase 3 and 6 (MPK3 and MPK6) activities, both known
to be involved in plant defense mechanisms are key ele-
ments in this regulatory network. In naive plants, treatment
with the bacterial Pathogen Associated Molecular Pattern
(PAMP) flg22 triggers a transient activation of MPK3 and
MPK6; this activity normally decreases 30 min after treat-
ment to its original level (Boller and Felix, 2009). How-
ever, in plants pretreated with HSL a prolonged activation
of MPK3 and MPK6 has been observed (Schikora et al.,
2011). The prolonged activation of MPK6 in HSL-pretreated
plants is followed by stronger induction of several defense-
related genes e.g., WRKY22 and WRKY29, as well as the
defensin Pdf1.2. Whether this modified expression repre-
sents only a part of the HSL-induced resistance remains to
be verified.

HSL-Dependent Modulation of Plant’s Development

Another, not less-interesting interaction between plants and
HSLs is the impact that N-acyl homoserine lactones have on
plants’ development. Mathesius et al. (2003) showed that
upon treatment with different HSLs, one third of the differ-
entially accumulated proteins are specific for the respective
HSL (Mathesius et al., 2003).

Numerous reports presented altered root development in
plants (mostly Arabidopsis) exposed to different HSL mol-
ecules. As indicated above, N-acyl homoserine lactones
vary in the length of the lipid chain and the substitution on
the C3 fatty acid carbon residue. As shown by von Rad et al.
(2008), treatment of roots with 1–10 μM C4- and C6-HSL
clearly promoted root growth. At these concentrations of
HSL-treatment, the ratio of auxin/cytosine was increased,
which explains the observed phenotypic effects. Therefore,
the character of plant response is dependent on the different
structural details of the HSL moiety (Schenk et al., 2012).
Ortiz-Castro et al. (2008) have shown that the application of
C10- and C12-HSL strongly induced shortening and thick-
ening of the primary root and root hair formation. Recently,
Bai et al. (2012) reported that oxo-C10-HSL, but not its
unmodified homologue C10-HSL, induces the formation of
adventitious roots in Mung bean plants (Vigna radiata). The
authors suggest that oxo-C10-HSL accelerates the basipetal
auxin transport and that the auxin-dependent formation of
adventitious roots relies on H2O2 and NO-dependent cGMP
signaling (Bai et al., 2012).

Fate of Different HSL and Systemic Responses in Plants

An important question is whether the transport of HSLs
within the plant is a prerequisite for their impact on plants.
The transport of HSLs within plants has been an issue in
several reports. HSL-compounds with acyl side chain
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lengths smaller than C8 have been found to enter the roots
more readily and are transported up to the shoots (Götz et
al., 2007). This analysis was made possible by applying
highly resolving and sensitive fourier transform ion cyclo-
tron resonance mass spectrometry (FTICR-MS) and ultra-
high performing liquid chromatography (UPLC) (Fekete et
al., 2010b and see former section). Additionally, it was
shown that the 3H-labelled C6- and C8-HSLs are taken up
into the central cylinder, and that their transport within the
roots is an active process, which is further accelerated by the
transpiration flow (T. Riedel, unpublished results). HSL-
compounds with long side chains (longer than C10) stick
to the root surface and are not transported substantially
within barley, maize, or Arabidopsis (Götz et al., 2007;
von Rad et al., 2008; Schikora et al., 2011). Hence, the
correlation between ability for translocation and growth
promotion is still elusive.

Systemically induced resistance is yet another aspect of
HSLs’ influence on plants. Although oxo-C14-HSL could
not be detected in shoots, pretreatment with oxo-C14-HSL
induced resistance in leaves against biotrophic leaf patho-
gens, consistent with the concept of systemic disease resis-
tance (Schikora et al., 2011). To uncover the nature of an
HSL-induced signal will be an important step in the under-
standing of the mechanism by which homoserine lactones
influence host plants. While Schikora et al. (2011) identified
MPK6 as essential kinase in the oxo-C14-HSL signaling,
Liu et al. (2012) dicovered that the GCR1 G-protein and the
canonical Gα subunit GAP1 are required for C6-HSL signal-
ing in Arabidopsis.

The interaction between anti-microbial and anti-herbivore
defense in plants can be regarded as another example of inter-
kingdom crosstalk. When herbivore resistance in Nicotiana
attenuata was tested using larvae of Manduca sexta in the
presence or absence of the QS-compound C6-HSL, there was
a 4-fold mass gain of the larvae in C6-HSL treated plants
(Heidel et al., 2010). Microarray analysis of the plants elicited
with C6-HSL and jasmonic acid-inducing fatty acid-amino
acid conjugates revealed a down-regulation of a proteinase
inhibitor. The results suggest that the increased performance
ofM. sexta was due to direct or indirect effects of C6-HSL on
JA-mediated defense (Heidel et al., 2010).

Avariety of plants and algae produce mimic substances for
bacterial autoinducers, as reviewed by Bauer and Mathesius
(2004) and Gonzalez and Keshavan (2006). These com-
pounds have been shown to interfere efficiently with the
quorum sensing system of bacteria (pathogens or sapro-
throphs) that colonize the root and shoot of plants. Transgenic
plants that harbor the synthesis gene for N-acyl homoserine
lactones turned out to be able to deregulate the HSL-
production of pathogenic bacteria, and thus successfully re-
duced their virulence. In addition, transgenic tomato plants,
producing different types of HSL-compounds, altered the

activity of plant growth promoting bacteria in the rhizosphere
(Barriuso et al., 2008).

Interaction with Animals/Human

Long side chain as well as short side chain N-acyl homo-
serine lactones have been found to modulate the host im-
mune response and inflammatory signaling pathways of
invertebrates (extensively reviewed by Cooley et al., 2008;
Teplitski et al., 2011). For mammalian systems, the effects
of 3-oxo-12-HSL, the major autoinducer of the pathogenic
bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa has been thoroughly in-
vestigated, because lung infections, especially in immuno-
compromised and COPD-patients, are often very severe or
even lethal. The P. aeruginosa HSL interacts with the host’s
immune response via a mechanism independent of the canon-
ical pathogen-associated molecular pattern recognition recep-
tor signaling pathway (Kravchenko et al., 2006). It has been
demonstrated, that IL-8 is induced in epithelial cells and
human lung fibroblasts (Smith et al., 2001), neutrophils are
attracted (Zimmermann et al., 2006), and T-cell differentiation
and cytokine production are inhibited (Ritchie et al., 2007).
The expression of CD86 by LPS-stimulated human blood
isolated dendritic cells also was inhibited by 3-oxo-C12-
HSL (Boontham et al., 2008). For the immuno-modulatory
activity of HSL, a chain length greater than 10 C-atoms, an
intact homoserine lactone ring, and oxo- or hydroxyl substi-
tutes are important prerequisites. It seems that the primary
immune response, triggered by microbial elicitors like
bacterial lipopolysaccharide, was halted or neutralized by the
interaction with low, non-toxic concentrations of 3-oxo-C12-
HSL (R. Bernatowicz, T. Binder, and S. Krauss-Etschmann,
unpublished results).

Summary

The discovery of the general importance of autoinducer
signaling molecules involved in quorum or efficiency sens-
ing of bacteria and the dynamic and diverse responses by
eukaryotes towards this apparent key process of organisa-
tion of strategic bacterial population behavior has opened
the new field of sociobiology for prokaryotic singular cells.
The regulation of synthesis and degradation of these diffus-
ible signaling or “scout” molecules is still not completely
understood. Especially the role of the diverse degradation
and modification reactions, which are found even in some
producer strains as well as in accompanying prokaryotic and
eukaryotic organisms, awaits further elucidation. Apparent-
ly, these QS-modifying activities are part of a finely tuned
optimization strategy, which may result as an efficient “hid-
ing” mechanism on the bacterial side and as a defense
strategy on the eukaryotic side. It is quite possible, that
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QS-signaling of bacteria has contributed substantially to
establishing symbiotic interactions in some cross-kingdom
interactive biological units, similar to those in the interaction
of rhizobia symbionts with their specific legume hosts.
The concept of holobiontic or hologenomic systems
(Zilber-Rosenberg and Rosenberg, 2008) matches well with
the findings of multiple cross-kingdom signaling molecules
and events (Teplitski et al., 2011). Furthermore, it is speculated
that these basic discoveries about bacterial auto-inducer
systems may provide a new and innovative way to fight
back attacks by plant and human pathogenic bacteria with
much reduced risk of the development of resistance devel-
opment (Park et al., 2007). The opportunity is seen in the
fact that treatment with “anti-QS drugs” is not aiming at
directly killing the bacterial enemy, but rather spoiling its
strategies of attack. This weakening of the pathogen attack
may give the natural immune defense of the patient or
additional therapies important advantages to eliminate the
pathogen. However, future pioneer trials have to demon-
strate, whether this keen concept is really turning to a
fruitful and widely applicable practice.

Soils, especially rhizosphere soil (Elasri et al., 2001; Riaz
et al., 2008; Effmert et al., 2012, this issue) can be regarded
as a reservoir of a high diversity of QS-active microbes and
HSL-production of Gram-negative bacteria in particular. In
addition, a rich pool of diverse HSL-degrading microbes also
can be expected in the rhizosphere. Thus, this natural hotspot
of QS could be further exploited to achieve new possibly
effective biotechnological approaches to control crop patho-
genic bacteria and to support crop growth.
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